
Threat Hunting Case Study 

Next Step Ransomware:
Preventing Active PaperCut Exploitation 

Executive Summary

Trinity Cyber recently discovered anomalies in customer traffic related to a PaperCut server, 
starting with the download of a commonly abused Remote Monitoring and Management (RMM) 
software called Atera. Pivoting from this, our team found in-the-wild exploitation tied to the APT 
group FIN11 (TA505), who have been observed using Royal and Cl0p ransomware families to 
extort victims [1][2]. 

Our team worked quickly with the customer to prevent a ransomware attack and built automated 
detections and mitigations into our core product, protecting all of our customers against this 
threat. Our actions prevented FIN11 actors from carrying out a ransomware attack against a 
higher education target before any vulnerability details or reports of in-the-wild exploitation 
became public [3].

Disclaimer

Technical details shared in this report are done so to benefit detection engineering efforts. Use of 
this material to create proof-of-concept (POC) code for ANY offensive purposes are not permitted 
or encouraged. Trinity Cyber is not responsible for the malicious use of this information. Patches 
are available for the vulnerabilities in this report and we encourage vulnerable organizations to 
apply them.

Background

RMM software has risen in popularity among ransomware campaigns, including Royal, Cl0p 
and others [5] and is typically deployed after initial access is gained within a network or against a 
vulnerable web application. Actors deploy in stages, and often sell RMM access to other nefarious 
ransomware gangs for later use.

Our threat hunters saw that despite our customer having applied an earlier patch, actors were 
able to exploit an internet facing PaperCut server, leading to the execution of custom JavaScript 
(JS) code that downloaded the Atera agent from a typosquatted domain modified to appear 
related to Microsoft Windows updates:
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Additional pivoting reveals that this domain also hosts other RMM agents, copies of Cobalt Strike, 
and a malware family called TrueBot which lines up with previous FIN11 activity [6]:

Trinity Cyber protected the customer by alerting them to the remote access, guiding them to 
isolate/re-image/patch the server, and ultimately provided real time threat prevention against this 
unpublished vulnerability. The techniques described in this report are consistent with the Royal 
Ransomware threat actors [7].

Attack Stages

Attackers took the following steps to achieve Remote Code Execution (RCE) on the PaperCut 
server:
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Enable Print Scripting – attackers used the admin token from the previous stage to log into 
a configuration page on the PaperCut server to enable scripting, an advanced feature that allows 
custom JS to be run on the fly. Because PaperCut uses dynamic form fields, attackers sent a series 
of two requests to enable this feature.

Fig 2. Locating the form field that corresponds to print scripting

Fig 3. Updating the field to “Y” and submitting the change

Disable Print Script Sandboxing – by default, PaperCut has an important security feature 
known as script sandboxing which keeps scripts from interacting with the underlying OS. Similar 
to the previous stage, two requests were used to disable this setting.
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Remote Authentication Bypass – attackers navigated to a URI ending in “SetupCompleted”, 
triggering the Authentication Bypass (CVE-2023-27350) via “JESSIONID” cookie that contains an 
administrative token. This flaw was triggered simply by visiting the page and the administrative 
token was used for the rest of compromise.

Fig 1. Authentication bypass returning admin credentials



System Reconnaissance – attackers enumerated default printers to gather more 
information and ensure the previous two changes had completed successfully. This also returns 
sensitive information about how the PaperCut server is configured.

Fig 6. Reconnaissance activities

Remote Code Execution – after enabling print scripting and disabling script sandboxing, 
attackers uploaded custom JS code that was designed to download and execute an MSI file 
containing the Atera RMM agent from attacker-controlled infrastructure. Payload analysis can be 
found in the following section.

Fig 7. JS with Base64 encoded content to be uploaded to the server
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Fig 4. Locating the form field that corresponds to script sandboxing

Fig 5. Updating the field to “N” and submitting the change



Payload Analysis 

After decoding the payload in RCE stage of the attack, we observe the use of Java and JS to target 
both Microsoft Windows and Linux operating systems via the use of the “java.lang.ProcessBuilder”. 
As seen below, this code gives flexibility to start processes on Windows using “cmd.exe” and on 
Linux using “/bin/sh” after decoding Base64 arguments:

Both Base64 commands decode to the following, which triggers PowerShell to download an MSI 
file. In the case of this attack, the MSI file is the Atera RMM agent – but attackers can change this 
easily:

Subsequent POST requests using the same RCE technique contain JS payloads that install the 
Atera RMM agent. Notice the custom arguments required to invoke the installation – an email 
address which is controlled by attackers:

Because Atera is a for-profit vendor, we suspect that FIN11 attackers have either obtained a 
stolen copy of the RMM software or they were granted a trial license for this campaign.

Finally, a third POST request was sent containing a common system reconnaissance tactic
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Fig 8. Base64 encoded PowerShell commands triggering a remote file download

Fig 9. Decoded PowerShell command

Fig 10. Command to install Atera MSI file

Fig 11. Command to run “whoami”



Detection Guidance

This exploit is being used in-the-wild [7], so we will share some detection guidance for the 
protection of the community, focused on the first stage authentication bypass seen in this attack. 
To protect customer privacy, we’ve redacted certain parts of the traffic:

Defenders must look for a combination of an HTTP Request and Response (full session) together 
to verify auth bypass has happened. The following summarizes how to find the auth bypass:

1. Look for an HTTP Request (GET or POST) to a URI path ending in “SetupCompleted”
2. Look for an HTTP Response with the value “Set-Cookie: JSESSIONID=” and a valid token value.

Trinity Cyber’s technology matches request and response before acting against this threat, and 
automatically removes any valid authentication tokens before attackers can re-use them. Trinity 
Cyber prevents the Authentication Bypass vulnerability noted in ZDI-CAN-18987 
(CVE-2023-27350) as well as any malicious configuration or RCE attempts against PaperCut 
servers [8].

Actions & Outcome

When attackers get ahold of undisclosed, internet facing vulnerabilities, they quickly use them to 
gain initial access to sensitive applications and devices. In many cases, they deploy ransomware in 
coordination with other actor groups – which can have serious consequences [9]. 

Trinity Cyber's unique technology enables our team to deliver an entire suite of advanced 
cybersecurity services to include emerging threat analysis and content-based threat hunting as 
described in this case study. 

The discoveries made by our threat hunting team prevented a customer’s internet-facing 
PaperCut server from being attacked by ransomware. Our team's quick action resulted in the 
following outcomes for the customer:
• PaperCut server taken down, re-imaged, and patched quickly
• No further payloads were deployed beyond RMM agent
• Student access to remote printing had minimal impact
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In addition, all of our customers now benefit from the TTPs observed in these attacks:

• PaperCut servers will no longer be exploited regardless of stage
• New payloads are captured post-prevention, letting us see how attackers evolve
• Customers can implement PaperCut patches while we prevent attacks

About Trinity Cyber

Trinity Cyber, Inc. is a US based corporation that invents and operates technology to solve the 
most difficult cyber security challenges. Our products and services range across several multi-
billion-dollar segments. We are solving the four biggest challenges for customers today with better 
security, virtual vulnerability mitigation, reduced alert fatigue and fewer false positives.

Trinity Cyber invented and patented the first technology that can deeply inspect the entire 
content of full session Internet traffic in both directions to expose and mitigate threat content 
inline. The technology applies automated threat prevention capability as a service. This 
breakthrough technology is specifically tuned to defeat attacker tactics, techniques and 
procedures (TTPs), which is key to defeating and preventing modern cyber threats. Trinity Cyber 
does not rely on indicators of compromise (IOC), pattern matching or other traditional methods 
for threat detection, nor does it sacrifice depth and accuracy for speed. It is unique in its ability to 
deeply inspect and transform Internet traffic, at line speed and in both directions, to remove and 
alter hacking techniques (such as the ones outline in this case study) and many more without any 
action required from customers. These tactics commonly evade traditional Intrusion Prevention 
Systems (IPS) and Secure Web Gateways (SWG) because they run on antiquated technology.

Contact Us

Trinity Cyber protection is delivered in-line, in real-time, with no latency or impact on the user 
experience. Customers can view notifications of our detections and mitigation actions taken via 
their customer portal or ingest them into their SIEM. For more information, please feel free to 
reach out to our sales or customer success teams at sales@trinitycyber.com 
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